Stock Video, a Leading Source for Stock Footage and Archival Content, Joins Footage.net as a Zap Email Partner

Stock Video Joins a Growing List of World-Class Stock Footage Companies Tapping into New Footage Requests and Licensing Opportunities on a Daily Basis through Footage.net’s Zap Email Service.

New York – August 29, 2013 – Footage.net, the stock, archival and news footage search engine, announced today that Stock Video, a leading supplier of stock and archival footage, has joined its network of Zap Email partners. A longstanding tool of the footage trade, the Zap Email enables creative professionals to transmit their footage requests instantly to over 50 top footage houses via a single email.

“New Zap partners like Stock Video help us provide our users with the best results possible,” said David Seevers, Footage.net Chief Marketing Officer. “Our users will really benefit from the opportunity to learn about the great content Stock Video has to offer.”

A true generalist stock footage house with an emphasis on archival imagery, the Stock Video collection covers a wide range of subject matter and time periods. Considerable newsreel footage is available from 1929 through 1967, augmented by over 2500 hours of footage from the 70s and 80s and 90s, including news and sports. Stock Video also has an excellent collection of New England images, both aerial and land, dating from the turn of the century.

“Helping companies like Stock Video connect in real-time with creatives in need of stock footage is one of our core strengths,” said Seevers. “Especially since many users are sending out challenging requests and looking for deep archival content, the fulfillment of which is a specialty of Stock Video.”

About Footage.net
Footage.net is the world’s premier online resource for stock footage research. Since 1994, Footage.net has focused on meeting the needs of both footage users and footage providers. Today, Footage.net remains committed to helping users find the best footage as quickly and easily as possible; generating new leads and licensing opportunities for our member archives; and strengthening the footage licensing industry as a whole. Our dedicated footage search engine makes it easy for creative professionals to search 40 world-class footage collections simultaneously and view over three million clips, many of which are available for download. Our Global Search partners include some of the best-known companies in the stock footage industry, including Getty Images, FootageBank, Framepool, Historic Films and NBC News Archives, as well as some exciting new specialist collections, such as Skyworks, Critical Past and OceanFootage. Footage.net is also home to the Zap Email, used every day by creative professionals to send footage requests instantly to over 50 top footage providers. Whether they’re up against a deadline or searching for an obscure clip, creative professionals rely on Zap Emails every day to initiate their footage research projects, providing our Zap subscribers with a steady stream of new leads.

About Stock Video
With over ten thousand hours of video footage, competitive rates and expert, personalized service,
Stock Video is one of the video industry's oldest and most respected stock footage houses. The Stock Video collection encompasses every conceivable category, from business and medical, to scenics, cityscapes and lifestyles. Master elements are available overnight on all video and digital formats. Stock Video has an impressively large archival collection, currently numbering over 8,000 prints, from the 20s, 30s, 40s and 50s as well as historical events of the 60s through 2000, as well as the definitive collection of New England images, both aerial and land, from the turn of the century to today. The library also contains footage of nature, wildlife, everyday current events, sports, and time-lapse material shot by some of the world's most renowned cinematographers. For a complete subject list and more topics, please go to www.stockvideo.com. Master elements are available on all digital formats.
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